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Well summer’s here and since I got back from my travels we’ve had weeks of warm
sunny weather. Having left the northern hemisphere practically in the grip of
winter and arriving in a balmy New Zealand autumn (getting noticeably cooler by
the day over there, especially as we headed south) it’s been great to return to a
late spring in full bloom. So these few words of grateful thanks will probably be
the kiss of death to Shropshire’s barbeque summer of 2018. We’ll see!
We always have a rich photography content in our newsletter thanks to the large
number of very skilled photographers we have amongst our members. Andrew
Fusek Peters, Tim Preston, Robin Bennett, Andy Harmer, Tris Pearce and Dave
Lewis have all written some cracking articles for this issue and in particular all have
a history of delivering great images for publication time and again, as do many
more of our contributors.
But this issue contains an extra-bumper harvest of
mammal photography, both some contemporary and vintage, including a little
technique and equipment advice and a massive twenty-seven frame grabs (count
‘em!) in Clare Jowett’s superb camera trapping article! More fascinating mammal
behavior in front of the cameras is revealed by Stuart Edmunds’s scent marking
image captures, while Sam Devine-Tuner’s wolves article also contains a feast of
great images of these charismatic canines. Audio capture isn’t neglected either;
Lorcán Adrain describes an exciting piece of kit which will be under test by SMG
this summer.
I’m also offering a few articles myself, one on the invasive mammals of New
Zealand and another retrospective piece which has been inspired by a bargain find
in a faraway junkshop. My third article appears by way of a grateful nod to Mark
Duffell, whose roadkill tip-off proved a wild goose chase; only to lead me to another
great find elsewhere. Hope you enjoy them.
To complete the issue we have Stu’s Note from the Chair, Malcolm’s Membership
Matters including a request about the GDPR changes, Pete Lambert’s account of a
weird canal find and Sam’s advance note of a couple of forthcoming events.
*Please note that SMG will now not be attending the Fur and Feather event at
Hawkstone Park on the weekend of 7th – 8th July, although I will be there for SWT
with the usual table of skulls and assorted artefacts. So! Look out for your next
SMG Newsletter in your mailbox on or soon after 23rd September. (Contributions
needed/ Don’t hold back/ Get scribing!) Have a top-quality summer!
Ric Morris

ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk

The usual disclaimer applies- the opinions expressed in the SMG Newsletter are those of the individual
contributors, not necessarily the views of the SMG, unless stated to be so.
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Heads–up!
Grim news hit the headlines a few days ago, on 13th June. A
new report published by the Mammal Society highlights that
almost one in five British mammal species faces a high risk
of extinction, according to the first comprehensive review
of their populations for more than twenty years.
The report, launched by the Mammal Society and Natural
England claims that the red squirrel, wildcat and the grey
long-eared bat are all facing severe threats to their survival.
The hedgehog and water vole have also seen their
populations decline by up to 66% over the past 20 years.
Prof Fiona Mathews, Mammal Society Chair
and professor of Environmental Biology at the
University of Sussex, said: “This is happening

on our own doorstep so it falls upon all of us
to try and do what we can to ensure that our
threatened species do not go the way of the
the lynx, wolf and elk and disappear from our
shores forever.”

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Summer 2018
by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair

The summer is finally here and we have been blessed with a few weeks of good weather- perfect for some
woodland mammal tracking and deer spotting. Within the first week of June, I was fortunate enough to see
three of Shropshire’s deer species roaming through the woods around Much Wenlock. First, the fallow
deer Dama dama made an appearance- a herd of eight venturing out of the woods to graze on the
grasses out in the open. The fallow population on Wenlock Edge and the steep wooded slopes of
Ironbridge is booming and signs of their presence can be found almost everywhere along the subtle
trails weaving their way through brambles and dog’s mercury. The roe deer
Capreolus capreolus can be tougher to spot and usually hang around in smaller
groups or completely alone but taking a seat against a tree quietly for twenty
minutes rewarded me with a sighting of a female roe wandering nervously
through the trees, until she caught my scent on the breeze and was off like a
shot. Perhaps the most seldom seen deer I came face to face with in the
same patch of the woodland was a small male muntjac deer Muntiacus
reevesi. Also known as the barking deer, muntjac can make a sound the same
tone and frequency of a large Alsatian. And it can be a disconcerting sound
to hear when you are sat alone in the woods at dusk too! The only glance of
the muntjac I was afforded was the top of a head and back- the rest of it completely
hidden in the dog’s mercury around it. As with so many wildlife encounters, these
sightings are never guaranteed, but with some patience and the desire to sit silently in woodland for an
hour or two, it is possible for anyone to spot some of most elusive animals. I can highly recommend it;
there is nothing more satisfying than spotting animals that have learned to avoid contact with humans at
all costs… as long as they are left in peace and with minimal disturbance.
Shropshire Mammal Group is led by a committee with a broad variety of specialist mammal knowledge and
all committee members are happy to share tips and hints for mammal spotting (particularly if it means
that you will send us more mammal records in!). Members can approach the committee by email, or at
one of our events. We have more dormouse surveys planned for later in the summer (contact Sam for
information) and there will be more general mammal tracking sessions to look out for as the autumn
approaches. Committee members are myself Stuart Edmunds (Chair), Malcolm Monie (Membership Secretary and
Treasurer), Clare Jowett (Secretary), Lorcán Adrain (County Mammal Recorder), Sam Devine-Turner (Events Coordinator), Ric Morris (Newsletter Editor), Jayne Richards, Tris Pearce, Peta Marshall and Darren Smith.
A huge thank you to Ric for running a very well-received bones workshop at FSC Preston Montford this month; and to
Sam Devine-Turner for organizing it. Watch this space for more events (including further workshops with Ric) later this
year!
Stuart Edmunds

Corporate members of Shropshire Mammal Group
…and Membership Matters

by Malcolm Monie, SMG Membership Secretary & Treasurer

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support.
Pearce Environment Ltd

Whitchurch Community Water Vole Project

Field Studies Council, Preston Montford

As of the date of the last SMG Committee meeting we are pleased to announce that we now have 158 members including
ten juniors! There have been five new members since the last Committee meeting but this is balanced with six recently
lapsed memberships.
Thank you to the many members who have already updated their email preferences in accordance with the new General
Data Protection Regulation which came into force last month. If you have not already done so please go to the Join or
Update tab on the SMG website. If you don't, you may miss out on interesting mammal-related news unless it relates
directly to SMG business. Completing this will also help to send you details of our projects that may be of particular interest
to you, such as work relating to pine marten, dormouse, water vole or the proposed Shropshire Mammal Atlas. We hope
you all enjoy your SMG membership and the chance to get involved with our activities.
Malcom Monie
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
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If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
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Keeping in the dark

Words and photos by Dave Lewis
Words & photos by Dave Lewis
Now that the Spring showers and ‘all four seasons in a day’ period is behind us, it’s long past the time to
blow all the fluff out of the cracks and proclaim with a great Texan Yelp (Yeeee-Haaa!) that the fine weather
is with us, even if only for a short while. Having said that, at the time of writing, we’ve just had a glorious sunny spell
followed by horrendous downpours, thunder & lightning– the usual Armageddon stuff. Hopefully by the time you read
this it’ll have settled back a bit.
It is three years since I got involved with the mammal group, steadfastly pursuing the ever elusive pine martens and
failing miserably in actually photographing one let alone seeing one. Lots of tantalising signs and reported sightings later
and they are still as difficult to encounter as they first were. This of course gives one cause to ponder: am I going about
tracking and stalking the right way? Have the PMs changed their behaviour because of our pursuit? Has their behaviour
and transits changed significantly due to forest-cropping in the immediate area?
A change of tack is in order to get more to grips with the problem. Now most
readers are familiar with the trail cameras and their ever more sophisticated
systems and triggers, but what is really required is still the hands-on approach;
after all it makes little difference if an animal is just out of camera view or five
metres the wrong side of a tree, the end result is still a no-show. I’ve been
assembling an infra-red camera kit over the last year, mostly my own work but
have sought third-party help with one of the camera bodies. I’ve modified much
equipment, especially the flash gear and now have a set of IR flash units ready
for deployment. I needed to test out the hand-held rig to see how it worked;
performing a dry run is a mantra with me, so I decided to test the basic manual
rig down at my local river bridge. I’d chosen the parts to be useful if the bats
were performing their usual acrobatics, which they were; but the quality was mediocre to say the
least. Focusing is a tad tricky in the dark.
The following night I revisited the site, and, of course no
bats! However, a loud splash and flurry could only mean
that either the mink or otters were about. A dismal
photo record showed it to be an otter! I was well pleased
to ‘see’ it, albeit in the IR camera though all I saw of the
actual creature was the swirl and swash of it chasing
minnows through the shallows.
A month earlier, at the beginning of May, I deployed a
trail camera out of public view under the bridge and got
some rather good movie footage and adequate stills of
the otters that I knew were there. The main issue with
the results was that the quality was low and the lighting and grain were poor.
I can change the lighting but not much else; those
photo-philes among you may notice that the IR lighting coverage from the trail camera is
smaller than the lens coverage – creating a vignette; this in turn magnifies the grain and
noise levels, making a poor image. The rub is how to get the same triggering systems for a
larger, conventional camera; which is the current project and is almost complete. A stout
friend and fellow naturalist already has an IR rig and we’re testing it out in sundry places as
this goes to press. I’ve helped with the construction of parts of it and so learning the pitfalls
and positives as we go along.
One simple pointer for anyone performing night photography with flash work; if you use some
budget/mid-range flash units which have illuminated settings you may need some gaffer tape
over the LEDs. The brightness of these things is astonishing in pitch dark– quite dazzling and
destroys your night vision. Take a leaf out of astronomers’ books and use a head-torch with
a deep red filter. You learn a lot from testing, and eventually you see the light.
Dave Lewis
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Early bat photography in Animals magazine

by Ric Morris

I was six years old in 1963
when my dad bought me the
first ever issue of Animals
magazine. Armand Denis the
mildly
eccentric
Belgian
naturalist and film maker (On
Safari) was the first Editor-inChief of the mag, and he and his
glamorous wife Michaela were
among my earliest childhood TV
memories.

Denis’s association with the
magazine was short lived,
however. By 1965 he had either
resigned or been dumped and
the Editor in Chief role passed to
one John Chancellor, with Nigel
Sitwell taking over the ‘proper’
Editor’s chair. Sitwell remained
a key player with the magazine
right up to its relaunch as BBC
Wildlife magazine in 1983.
As an enthusiast of the vintage
issues which had done so
much to encourage my love of
wildlife I was amazed to find a
box of mid-60s copies in a
fabulous antique / junk shop in
New Zealand recently, and for
one NZ dollar I snapped up a
couple
of
1965
issues,
showcasing state of the art
wildlife
photography,
and
these pioneering British bat
photographs!
The legendary
world-famous
Wildlife
Photographer
of the Year
competition
was first
launched with
this 1965
issue!
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
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Dust and Rust, Murchison,
South Island NZ. Purveyors of
the finest vintage Animals
magazines to the gentry and
general public (me).

The alert reader will have
noticed that the original
article
features
‘all
fourteen species’ of bats.
There
are
seventeen
definite breeders on the
British list now, rather
bucking the trend of
species being lost along
with the general decline in
our wildlife.
The most
obvious change is the
apparent expansion of the
number of the Pipistrelle
species;
the
familiar
common pip Pipistrellus
pipistrellus, is now joined
by the Nathusius pip
Pipistrellus nathusius and
the
soprano
pip,
Pipistrellus pygmaeus. In
fact the Nathusius was
first recorded in Shetland
in 1940 and initially
considered a migratory
species only, before it was
discovered
that
some
migrant
animals were
actually breeding here. It
was fully assimilated into
the British list in 1997.
The second 90s discovery
was the splitting of the
soprano pip species from
the common pip.
This
appears to have become
possible thanks to the
development of cheap
and high quality bat
detectors.
As may be
deduced from its name,
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the soprano pip calls in a
higher
frequency
range
(55-80kHz)
than
the
common pip (45-70 kHz); it
may have a fractionally
shorter average forearm
length,
and
a
smaller
average wingspan.
It
remains a common bat
although
the
Bat
Conservation
Trust
fact
sheets
note
that
pip
numbers
have
declined
over recent years up to
2010.
There has been change in
the Myotis genus since
1965 too.
This article
depicts five Myotis species;
Daubenton’s bat (Myotis
daubentoni), whiskered (M.
mystacanus),
Natterer’s
(M. nattereri), Bechstein’s
(M. bechsteini) and the
mouse-eared
bat
(M.
myotis).
In 1970, the
Brandt’s bat (M. brandtii)
has been recognised as a
separate species from the
whiskered bat.
The two
species are most reliably
separated by differences in
dentition and penis shape,
obviously neither of which
are noticeable in flight.
There are a few other
distinguishing
features,
including tragus shape and
claw length.
Even more
detailed
research
has
identified the Alcathoe bat,
Myotis alcathoe, only even
described as a species in
2001 and added to our
breeding list eight years
ago in 2010.
The BCT
website notes that it shows
great similarity to two other
Myotis species, the Brandt’s
and the whiskered.
The
final Myotis to note is the
largest, the mouse eared
bat. Pictured as no. 11 in
the original article the text
describes how it was added
to the British list in 1956,
albeit as a hibernating not a
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breeding species. The data
available to the Animals
caption writer in 1965
supports a claim that the
species had been recorded
sufficiently regularly in the
UK since about 1953-4. The
story doesn’t end well,
though; M. myotis was
declared extinct in the UK in
1990
following
the
unfortunate destruction or
disappearance of a colony of
females in the mid 80s. One
poor remaining male was
recorded hibernating at a
Sussex location from 2002
until at least 2010, but the
Bat Conservation Trust’s
website now records M.
myotis as a vagrant, along
with…
a the parti-coloured bat
Vespertilio murinus,
b Kuhl's pipistrelle
Pipistrellus kuhlii
c Savi’s pipistrelle
Hypsugo savii,
d the pond bat
Myotis dasycneme,
e the notch-eared bat
Myotis emerginatus, and
f the northern bat
Eptesicus nilssoni.
So much for the taxonomy
and species of our breeding
and vagrant bats. What of
S. C. Bisserot (Bisserôt)
himself,
the
talented
photographer
who
must
have worked very hard with
comparatively
primitive
equipment to capture these
splendid vintage images? A
simple Google search didn’t
really help and oddly the
name didn’t ring any bell
with the Bat Conservation
Trust photo library manager
either. Having turned to a
Twitter appeal, a forename
was suggested which drew
my attention to an online
obituary for the respected
ornithologist
Ian
James
Ferguson-Lees (1929-2017)
and this was the key to help
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me make some more specific searches.
It seems that Bisserôt was actually
Sdeuard Charles Bisserôt, (circa 1915–
1998?) a naturalist, photographer and
cinematographer; friend and associate of a
number of eminent 1950s and 60s
naturalists including Ian James FergusonLees, Guy Mountford, Sir Julian Huxley and
Eric Hosking, the latter being the first
person in the world to make a living as a
bird photographer. Bisserôt is mentioned
several
times
in
Hosking’s
1970
autobiography An Eye for a Bird (itself a
wry reference to Hosking’s loss of his left
eye while photographing a tawny owl Strix
aluco in Wales in 1938).
Bisserôt
accompanied Hosking to Jordan in 1963
and 1965, Norway in 1964, Sri Lanka in
1984-5 and probably to other destinations
as well. At one point Hosking refers to
Bisserôt as ‘a cinematographer with a
special interest in entomology, amphibians
and reptiles’ and describes his interest in
capturing reptiles and invertebrates for
closer study. So it is clear that Bisserôt
was far from ‘just’ a bat photographer.
Eric Hosking’s photographic career covered
the years from the mid 1930s right up to
the late 1980s (he died in 1991 aged 82
and in reality was probably working in
some capacity until the end of his life).
Bisserôt, being a slightly younger man
probably came to photography a little later
than Hosking but certainly by the 1950s
and early 60s both photographers would
have been working with similar state of the
art equipment, even if much of it had to be
invented, improvised and
constantly
adapted by the photographers themselves.
I have shown these magazine scans to
Andy Harmer, SMG member and bat
photographer par excellence. Readers will
no doubt remember several of his superb
images used in SMGN30 (Spring 2017) to
illustrate Lucy Price’s excellent article
about bat calls.
Left: Brown long
eared bat.
Below: Lesser
horseshoe bat
by Andy Harmer
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Andy’s heard of Bisserôt and
seen his images in the
former
Bruce
Coleman
photo library (now part of
the
Avalon
Photoshot
Collection) and elsewhere.
He adds that Bisserôt was
an FRPS - a Fellow of the
Royal Photographic Society
(“the cream!”).
As for
Bisserôt’s technique for this
set of images, I think it is
likely they were taken under
controlled or semi controlled
conditions; Andy suggests
probably against a black
background; a very large
piece of velvet would be
ideal for that. It is possible
to see some texture in the
background
on
these
images (photos 2, 6, 9 and
12) and that could be the
folds or marks in the velvet,
though it could equally be
retouching marks or blotchy
printing in the magazine.
Andy suggests Bisserôt has
used just a single flash
source, eliminating the need
to synchronise two or more.
Until
the
1950s,
all
photographers would mix
their
own
powders
to
produce a flash but Amateur
Photographer
magazine
published a circuit diagram
for an electronic flashgun,
after which photographers
started building their own.
There was a propagation
delay on early models but
this was eliminated by a
solenoid on a leaf shutter
(often a Compur). It’s likely
Bisserôt used an open
shutter with a beam trigger
- a simple narrow torch in a
dark
room
with
a
photosensor in a tube.
When the bat flies through
the light beam the sensor
stops detecting light and
this fires the electronic
flash.
In effect the bat
triggers the set up to take
its own selfie!

Ric Morris with thanks to Andy Harmer, the
online community of Twitter and Facebook
and of course, the late Sdueard C. Bisserôt
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Mammal eyewitness: Three snippets

Summer 2018
Words & photos by Tris Pearce

Can badgers climb?
Yes they can! Here is an orphaned cub climbing, using the nonretractable claws like hooks. The can climb over 6-8ft fences with no
problem. Badgers are also good swimmers too; I can recall seeing
them swim the Severn and Vrynwy.
Does fox scat stick to your hare?
In April I decided to pop down a few hours before dusk to a spot I
visit to photograph foxes and hares. As I walked down the footpath,
I noticed a dog fox Vulpes vulpes chewing away on something, which proved to be a dead calf, not yet collected
by the farmer. So I kneeled down behind the fence and snapped away.

Wildlife is wonderful when it does not know you
are there; later on I could not help but notice he
must have over eaten and need to relieve
himself. To my surprise a brown hare Lepus
europaeus was hiding a short way away from the
not so shy Reynard. Make your own jokes please!
Northants Mammals
Whilst working away creating fish gravel bars in the River Nene (what a life!) near
Peterborough Northamptonshire, I stayed in a rural B & B backing onto farmland
with decent public access. So hoping to see what was around I took my old
Canon 550D camera (a real travel buddy) and headed on an exploration of the
arable fields and old railways. Within minutes I was rewarded with numerous fly
pasts by red kite Milvus milvus on the way, but the deer slots in the ground were
whetting my appetite for some mammalian sightings. I was not disappointed, as
I saw a staggering fourteen hares on my walk (or the same one 14 times lol! No;
four were seen at once).
I even
stalked a fox along a hedge for a few
minutes in the baking sun.
My real treat was the muntjac,
Muntiacus reevesi as I don’t get to see
them much. I was walking an old
railway line and in front of me out
popped one and walked the same
way; well I was able to follow him for
several minutes.
I was eagerly waiting for him to notice
me and turn around. We were running
out of the old railway line, so I said
“Hey mate”; he ran and then turned
for the photo. Magic!
Tris Pearce
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Camera trapping in a Mid-Wales garden

Summer 2018
Words & video by Claire Jowett

First published on the Naturespy blog (where you can also view the videos) & reused with their permission. Framegrabs by Ric

From an early age, I wanted to live in a garden with plenty of wildlife, and for the last 25 years I have been
lucky enough to do so. We have two acres in Mid-Wales, bounded by a railway line and a small stream, so there are
plenty of intersecting wildlife corridors. My husband has been recording the bird life here for almost 40 years, and when
I moved here, I started to record the mammals, and increasingly, everything else. We have a garden list of well over
100 species of birds, and 26 mammals, not to mention the insect life which I am busy trying to get to grips with. I think
you could say I am a wildlife obsessive. I used to wonder about all the things we missed – the secretive birds who
slipped by unnoticed, and the nocturnal mammals who left tantalising signs of their presence.
About eight years ago, my husband bought me my first camera trap, and I was hooked. It was great to be able to
capture images of foxes and badgers on their nightly ramblings. However, the quality of the first camera was poor, with
a slow trigger speed so often I had images of nothing at all. In addition the badgers used to delight in knocking into the
trap, presumably because they could see the LEDs.
I soon progressed to more sophisticated models, and now have a number of Bushnell models throughout the garden. A
lot of our interesting wildlife is filmed along the stream including otters and mink (unfortunately), but stoats and weasels
use the stream edge too.

We have water birds including kingfishers and herons which feed on the sticklebacks and bullheads. I was very pleased
with this footage which was filmed with a Bushnell NatureView with the close up lens attached.

Kingfisher sequence images cropped to portrait format

I do have to remember to check the weather forecast carefully as a sudden downpour runs the risk of submerging
cameras. Fortunately, I have not yet had a camera swept away, but I can tell you that they continue to record whilst
under water; however viewing countless images of murky floodwater is not a rewarding experience.
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I still remember the excitement when
I first captured an otter on ‘film’!
Of course, I knew they were there, having seen their spraints, and even, on one
memorable occasion, having a very close encounter. I came face to face with it early one morning and I am not sure
which of us was more surprised. I was incredibly lucky to see it because in the hundreds of times I have captured otters
on camera since, there have been only five daylight visits (and three of those were last year, perhaps suggesting a less
timid individual).
One summer evening, I was reading in the house and heard a loud squeaking from the direction of the stream. I guessed
it was an otter and cub and when I checked the footage the next day, I was thrilled to have captured this footage of an
otter cub.

A few years ago, the otters were visiting two or three times a week but since I got my newer camera traps with much
improved night time recording, the otters have been infrequent visitors to the garden. We have a badger sett in one
part of the garden with a couple of outlying setts too, which results in lots of footage of badgers. They are not usually
above ground in the day, but occasionally they appear including this badger in the February snow.

It is fun to watch badger behaviour – from digging, transporting bedding, grooming and scratching, cubs, fighting and
mating. On the next page there are framegrabs from a recent bad tempered encounter; and if you view the clip on the
Naturespy blog or via YouTube you can also hear the noises they are making!
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The highlight of my weekend is doing the rounds of my camera traps to see
what has turned up in the previous week. my camera traps to see what has turned up in the previous week.
I use Eneloop rechargeable batteries otherwise it would cost me a small fortune in lithium batteries and these
work well, usually lasting at least couple of weeks between charges, depending on the activity levels.
So, have we added species to the garden list as a result of camera trapping? Indeed we have. An early
camera trap recorded a roe deer– not common in this area, and we had never seen one before. It stepped
into the picture, and then stepped out again. Perhaps the most surprising bird was a water rail, which was
recorded on the stream over a couple of days, not a typical habitat for this secretive species. We have also
added snipe, and a pair of mandarin ducks. And just this week, I said to my husband that it was high time a
goosander appeared on the stream. He poo-pooed the idea as he thought the stream too small. Imagine my
delight when the very next day, a review of the camera trap footage revealed a male goosander clambering up
the small waterfall near the house!
Clare Jowett
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Clare’s choice – other battery brands are available

Polecats are around and I occasionally see them late at night. We once watched a family in the broad daylight tumbling
down the grassy railway embankment and into our raspberry canes. But they have proved challenging to capture on
camera. I only had 15 clips from the first seven years of trapping (none of which were very good), but in the last year,
I have recorded 31 clips. I am not sure if this is because newer cameras have faster trigger times, or whether I’ve got
better at trap placement. Or, or course, it could be that I’ve got more traps, or just maybe they are becoming more
common. They do seem to like investigating badger setts, which is where most of my clips have been recorded such as
this one:
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Fox photography fails!

by Robin Bennett

hotographing rural foxes is notoriously difficult – they are very wary of humans, mostly nocturnal and so
encounters tend to be brief. Fox experts (e.g. our Tris!) are able to get relatively close to foxes by employing
stealth, knowledge and serious camo gear but for us hobbyist photographers it really isn’t easy to get a good fox photo.
City foxes are reportedly much easier as they not frightened of humans to the same extent and they will take food from
predictable locations and at relatively predictable times. Also, the contrast between the fox and the cityscape can make
for a terrific image. Google Thomas Winstone photography to see a photographer friend’s stunning Bristol fox images
which are simply mind-blowingly brilliant.
Anyway, what I’m saying in a round-about way is that I’ve not taken many fox photos that I’ve been pleased with (yet)
but I do have a plan so cunning that a fox would be proud of it! If you’re interested in wildlife photography and want to
know what I’ve got in mind, skip to the end of the article where I’ll describe what I’m up to.
In the meantime, here are some of the more interesting “best of a bad bunch” fox photos I’ve taken over the years; I’m
sure you can do better!
Burway, Church Stretton
Back in January 2015 I was spending a lot of time on the Long Mynd taking photos of the ponies in the snow. I had
found fox tracks on several of my walks but had never managed to find the animal making
the prints until I got lucky on this occasion. I’d walked around the base of Burway Hill
following rabbit and fox tracks and then saw this handsome specimen 100m or so ahead
of me (right). He was also tracking the rabbits, with breakfast on his mind I reckon.
I continue to see foxes regularly on the Burway, normally early morning, so worth a try
if you’re interested. These two below were taken later in 2015 but the glimpses were too
brief to lock focus!

Hope Bowdler, Church Stretton
Sitting on top of Hope Bowdler on a sunny
day is one of life’s great pleasures. You’ll
see raptors galore on the thermals and
there is a good chance of seeing foxes in the
sheep fields down below too. This was an
individual who liked to sunbathe right on the
side of Hope Bowdler. I’d often see it running
across the lower slopes, in around out of the
shrubbery, but getting close for a daytime
photo proved impossible. This was the best
I could manage (right) – you’ll need a
magnifying glass to find him!
Jiggers Bank, Ironbridge
I’m a First Responder for the ambulance
service and so often drive the roads around
Shropshire at night on the way to 999 calls. I
see more deer than foxes, by far, but now and
again I see one after I’ve finished with a patient
and when I’ve got a camera to hand (left).
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Forest of Dean
This was a truly chance encounter this year as I was in hiding waiting for
a boar with humbugs to come out of her bed when the fox walked past
and didn’t immediately spot me. I wasn’t complaining.

Argyll peanut butter thieves
This fox (and badger) were regulars to a
trailcam I put up behind a holiday cabin we’d
rented in Argyll back in 2013. I was actually
getting nightly shots of the pine martens but
had not bargained on the larger mammals
being such good tree climbers! That holiday
cost me a fortune in peanut butter…

My cunning plan…
So, back to my plan. I found what I thought to be a badger sett a month or so ago and so put up
a couple of trailcams to see what activity there was. It turned out that the badgers are long gone
but a family of foxes (one adult and 3 cubs) have taken over the premises. I’ve got some lovely
overnight trailcam footage of the cubs playing, and one or
two shots of the family in the bluebells, but nothing taken
with a decent camera.
So… I’ve got to know their routine (the cubs come out just
before 5am most days) and I’ve bought a cheap wireless
remote control for my best camera from eBay. My plan is
to sit away from the earth and yet close enough to see when
the foxes emerge, with my camera at fox-eye level ready for the shot.
It so nearly worked one morning when (thanks to my cat jumping on my head at
4am) I was up and ready at the fox earth well before the cubs’ getting-up time.
Unfortunately, when I heard a noise behind me I made the rooky mistake of
turning my head to see the mother fox carrying a pheasant and jogging directly
towards me at the camera. We locked gaze and she vanished in a flash. Looks
like I’ve got a few more early starts ahead of me…
Curious as to how I’m getting on? See “And Finally / Stop Press!” – page 29!
Robin Bennett
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Words and photos by Andrew Fusek Peters

I have never before seen a rather small rabbit take on a hare before, let alone be privileged to capture it for
posterity. In the past four years I have managed to catch a few close up moments with hares – despite the
best efforts of lampers, coursers, and certain estates to wipe them off the land. The kit involved has been massively
heavy and cumbersome, impressive for those who see me out on an evening foray, but very bad for the back. And then
there’s that shutter sound. I am starting to understand a bit more about hare’s sensory perception which is mainly
embedded in those magnificent ears and outlandish Victorian whiskers. The design, thanks to evolution, throws up a
blind spot right in front of the eyes, which from experience are not that brilliant in all circumstances. The reason hare
finally sees you when she gets close is that she does that classic pause, turn off the head sideways so that she can finally
determine that your impression of a tree will not cut the invisible mustard.
So, when a friend said that another friend had a nightly visit from a Jill
hare onto her lawn in a garden on a smallholding somewhere near the
Shropshire border with Wales, I got in touch. If you have visitors, they
must be treated with all due accord and respect. For me to go galumphing
in with noisy cameras and inadequate fieldcraft will not do. Once I saw
the sight, I knew I had to do my best to minimise disturbance. At 7pm
on a sunny June evening, I set up my hide at the edge of the lawn,
checked I had my pee bottle (sorry for the detail but getting up for a wee
in the middle of a long stake-out might just give the game away!),
chocolate, fully charged battery and right settings on my new Olympus
camera body. I mention the brand not just because they are loaning me
a set up for an extended period, but because it has represented a total
mammal, bird and owl breakthrough for me. Silent shutter does what it
says on the tin – no noise, no disturbance. A fourth wall has been broken
between me and several species that I did not think possible; getting
within ten foot of cuckoo, photographing redstart at the nest
wide-angle with the camera 10cm away, having hare at
sunset come and literally feed by my feet as I kept shooting.
So, the long wait began. After an hour, a rabbit came to feed
at the edge of the lawn. And then it all kicked off as mother
hare came out. Within seconds, the bunny went bonkers and
flew full pelt at the hare. I caught the flurry of motion, having
no idea what had happened until it was later revealed in
camera.
That’s the thing about nature, it’s always
unexpected. Since this sequence was published in the
papers, I have heard all sorts of tales about how aggressive

rabbits can but this behaviour had not been ever seen or
recorded before.
What I love is how domestic the scene is; a back garden with
the female hare is so comfortable she often comes to sunbathe
in the middle of the lawn in the afternoon. I was lucky enough
to go back in a couple of nights later and witness another
miracle, as leveret ran round the now-cut lawn, mother came
out and suckled her in full view– but that’s another story!
Andrew Fusek Peters
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Some invasive and introduced mammals of New Zealand

by Ric Morris

Shortly after completing work on the Spring newsletter, I embarked upon the journey of a lifetime; my family
made a four week visit to New Zealand to visit our younger daughter who is very much enjoying a year abroad
at Auckland University. Now NZ is well known for its stunning scenery and unique bird life, but the terrestrial mammalian
fauna is very restricted (or so I thought) to a couple of native bats and a handful of rather boring introduced European
species. With this in mind I was not especially hopeful of getting any Mammal Eyewitness accounts from the trip, much
less a Robin Bennett style Mammal Adventure article! However I was (for the purposes of gathering material for a
Newsletter article), ‘pleasantly’ surprised by the range of different species which can be found in NZ, albeit that many of
them were introduced for the most dubious of reasons and have eventually proved to be unwelcome for sound ecological
reasons. As a result strenuous efforts are now being made to eradicate them. I won’t be able to deal with all of NZ’s
mammals in this comparatively short article- especially not the wide variety of marine mammals, but I will just outline
some background to the introduction of some of the major pest and sporting species, several of which I was lucky enough
to encounter and photograph (though not terribly successfully in the wild – more successfully in the static displays of
museums!)

Early on in the trip I purchased A Photographic Guide to Mammals of New Zealand by Carolyn M King and Rod
Morris (no relation!) and this became a great reference source for mammals I might want to see or learn
about. The book covers the more-numerous-than-expected terrestrial species of NZ and its offshore islands
and also, optimistically, the cetaceans and pinnipeds regularly and occasionally occurring in NZ coastal waters
as well as those occupying the area of the Ross Dependency of Antarctica.
Having hired our camper van in Auckland, North Island, we drove onto the Coramandel Peninsula for a couple
of days’ exploration. Although I had been told about the huge numbers of road casualty ‘possums’ likely to
be seen almost everywhere I’d wrongly assumed these were smallish mammals something like the North
American Virginia opossum Didelphis virginiana (so much for doing my research, eh!). I was really surprised
to see mammal corpses of around the size of a plump well-fed pine marten on the verges, and alas, jumped
to an entirely wrong conclusion (as you can imagine!) A little research with King and Morris clarified the
issue and so it was that I was introduced to the high road mortality of the…
Brushtail possum Trichosurus vulpecula
These possums, a protected species in their native Australia, were introduced to
NZ from 1858 onwards, with a view to fur-farming them. The peak of the human
assisted distribution throughout the islands was the
fifty year period from 1890 to 1940. But as ever,
escapes and subsequent breeding occurred. While
the possum was, and is herbivorous in Australia it
has developed omnivorous tastes in NZ.
Its
browsing has detrimental effect on the native bush
and forest; according to the New Zealand Fur
Council possums consume 21,000 tons of New
Zealand vegetation every day. Possums will also
take birds and eggs, carrion (including ungulate
carcasses infected with TB) and invertebrates.
King and Morris state that they are solitary outside
the breeding season (February- March) although
we saw quite a large group of five or more foraging
on the ground together at Linkwater in the
Marlborough region of South Island, 21 kilometres
southwest of Picton. There still seems to be a significant market
for possum fur or wool made from its fur, though this is now
sourced from culled rather than captive possums. About 1,500
people are employed in the possum fur and skin business, with the

Left: a rather unusually posed taxidermy mount BtP in the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, Wellington. I did wonder
if it was originally mounted resting its right elbow on something else. Right, above and below: night time BtP encounters at
Linkwater, one in a tree and two of the five we spotted on the ground.
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industry generating sales worth between NZ$100m and NZ$150m a year. About two million possums are killed or culled
annually.
Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus
Hard to imagine a sensible reason to introduce the rabbit
to New Zealand, but history records that it was first
brought in as a domestic animal by Captain James Cook in
1777, and by others in pre-colonial times, presumably
domesticated, for food.
Inevitably they escaped and
continued to breed, reaching peak numbers between 1870
- 1950 and all suitable habitats by the end of that period.
We saw rabbits on both North and South islands, and King
and Morris state the species has been eradicated from 18
offshore islands, died out on a further ten and survive on
Aoraki Mount Cook village rabbits
25. Interestingly they also suggest that among other habitats,
rabbits avoid the high alpine zone, however we did see plenty at
an elevation of 750m (2460 ft) above sea level in the vicinity of Aoraki Mount Cook village, South
Island. We saw no more rabbits on our walk up to the glacier at 850m / 2970 ft though Aoraki
Mount Cook is 3754m / 12316 ft ASL and that habitat is probably what they mean by ‘high alpine’.
King and Morris further claim that on improved pasture, a colony of just 13 rabbits can eat as much
as one 50kg sheep. This statistic does rather emphasis the need for control for the benefit of
agriculture, and it was with this intention that a drastic act of ecological vandalism was committed:
the introduction of the mustelids.
Totally gratuitous skeleton
image: just as in the UK,
road casualties are a major
cause of rabbit fatalities.
(Wish I’d brought the bones
home!)
Wanaka Mount
Aspiring Road, South Island

Mustelids: Ferret Mustela putorius furo;
Stoat Mustela erminea; Weasel Mustela nivalis
Following an expansion in the population of rabbits, by the
1880s it was evidently decided that it was time for a
‘natural’ solution. The NZ Government appealed to Britain
for the capture of stoats and weasels for export. £5 was
offered for a pair of weasels, the equivalent of almost £450
today. The 17,000 gamekeepers employed on the home
country’s sporting estates responded with enthusiasm and small mustelids were live
trapped and exported from Britain in huge numbers, no doubt suffering enormous
mortality on the way. Between 1885 and 1886, 224 stoats and 592 weasels reached
NZ alive and were released into rabbit-ravaged pastures.
Interestingly the
immensely long sea voyage brought great benefit to the individual animals vigorous
enough to survive the trip. Put simply, weak or infected mammals suffered greater
mortality; regular cleaning of the cages (necessary to keep smells and mess to a
minimum) and the throwing overboard of soiled bedding led to the separation of
fleas, ticks, eggs, larvae and other parasites from their mammal hosts. Thus NZ
rabbits and hedgehog populations lost their specific fleas; chamois are free of
sarcoptic mange, and the mammals eventually released in
their new environment was exceptionally healthy.

So- are we
the bad
guys now?

However time has shown that the stoat population fared
Info card (with amendment) shown
better over the decades than the weasels. A stoat will find
during an invasive wildlife briefing on
it much easier to tackle an adult rabbit of course (which
an E-Ko Wildlife Island and Dolphin
was the major reason for their introduction) whereas the
Cruise Tour, out of Picton, NZ
much smaller small mammal specialist weasel will rarely
predate a rabbit except as kits or carrion. Obviously both
will rely take eggs and nestlings of ground nesting birds, but weasels probably suffered due to
the lack of diversity of smaller rodents; their preferred habitat of thick ground cover teeming
with mice which is rarely found in NZ. Although house mice Mus musculus and rats Rattus
rattus, R. norvegicus are abundant, there were no other voles or other rodents under 50g. So
although imported in much
greater numbers, weasels
Just a little late with the photograph. If only I’d been filming the walk with my chest
are now among the rarest
harnessed Go-Pro I could’ve got a frame grab at least. It didn’t show itself again.
of NZ mammals.
I was
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Late with the camera again, unfortunately!
Wanaka Mount Aspiring Road, South Island

lucky enough to see one cross my path on the Hooker Valley walk out of Aoraki Mount
Cook village at a height of about 850m (2790 feet); certainly not its preferred habitat
of thick ground cover teeming with mice!
Interesting to note that the ferret population in NZ is referred to as exactly that- in
other words, not as polecats. King and Morris even cite the binomial name as Mustela
furo though for this article I have reverted to M.p. furo. The first animals were imported
from Australian rabbiters in the late 1860s and then from the UK in large numbers
between 1882 and 1902. They were bred for release locally until about 1912, and from
the early 1980s further introductions for fur farming were made from both Scotland
and Finland. NZ now has the largest population of feral ferrets in the world, most of
which are on the South Island. We saw a few as roadkill, but no live animals.

It’s in the interests of taxidermists and illustrators to show invasive mustelids and other predators in the worst light possible – even
slaughtering the national bird, for heaven’s sake! (which obviously does happen). Dioramas from Tongariro National Park Visitor Centre,
Whakapapa, North Island; poster from the kiwi breeding and rehabilitation project at the West Coast Wildlife Centre, Franz Joseph, South Island.

R. norvegicus at the Museum of New
Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa, Wellington.

Mice Mus musculus and rats Rattus spp.
Mice were always absent from pre-European colonisation Polynesia, but house mice seem to have arrived in NZ after
about 1800 as stowaways on European ships. The genetic history of the modern population is considered complex,
suggesting multiple origins but dominated by western European subspecies with only some genetic contribution from
northern Europe and Asia. There are no Apodemus species in NZ, all mice dwelling in field or house are Mus. They are
considered pests (interestingly, not major pests as are rats, cats, stoats!) although it’s acknowledged that high mouse
numbers do help sustain the populations of the major pests. Eradication of mice is much more difficult than that of rats
and has only been achieved on 14 offshore islands so far. One live mouse seen (no photo!) during our trip, at Wai-OTapu Thermal Wonderland near Rotoroa.
Interestingly the rat population comprises three Rattus species, not only the familiar R. norvegicus
and the slightly less familiar R. rattus, but also the Polynesian rat, R. exulans, the smallest of
the bunch at around 60-80 g. We didn’t see any rats except one roadkill.
Rattus exulans at the Museum
R. exulans was the first off the boats as it were, likely arriving with eastern Polynesian
voyagers (ancestors of modern Maori peoples) around the year 1300. The widespread
populations of this rat were initially reduced by 20 th century predation by and competition with
the brown rat and also by eradication methods in place to reduce the other two Rattus species.
As a result it is now confined to the Fjordland area of South Island, Stewart Island and around
20 other smaller offshore islands. Interestingly it is regarded as taronga, or tribal treasure
by certain Maori tribes and consequently control measures have to be undertaken sensitively
for cultural reasons.

of New Zealand, Te Papa
Tongarewa, Wellington. Below:
Guinea pigs haven’t been
recorded in NZ and so aren’t an
invasive pest but I really regret
not trying this beer. I think the
description
‘sparkling
fizzy
lager’ put me off at the time,
though we only saw it on sale in
two stores.

King and Morris state that R. norvegicus appeared at or soon after the time of Capt. Cook’s first
visit in 1769 and was the commonest stowaway rat up until 1850, before, interestingly, being
overtaken by R. rattus (alternatively known even in UK as the ship’s rat). It appears that between
1850 and 1900 norvegicus populations declined
and today it seems to have disappeared from
much of the mainland islands area while still
occurring on numerous offshore islands; efforts to
eradicate them continue with some success.
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R. rattus is described as extremely widespread but seldom seen. It’s the dominant
rat species in mainland NZ and predates native fauna extensively. It has been in North
Island in excess of 150 years and on South Island for over a century. King and Morris
acknowledge that it is almost impossible to separate the damage due to rats from that
from stoats, ferrets and cats, although rats are by far the most numerous, and their
elimination from offshore islands, where this can be achieved, gives immense
conservation benefits. In a subsequent Newsletter article I’ll look in more detail at
invasive mammal control and eradication methods.

Farmed red hinds, West Coast, South Island.

Red deer Cervus elaphus scoticus and wapiti Cervus elaphus nelsoni
In March 1871 seven red deer were presented to the
Black rat Rattus rattus (not black at all!) with
Otago Acclimatisation Society by a Scottish earl,
bird’s leg in the Museum of New Zealand, Te
shipped via sea to NZ and then transported inland via
Papa Tongarewa, Wellington.
paddle steamer and bullock cart. They were liberated
in the Lindis Pass area of Otago, South Island, where
there is a commemorative plaque which was erected in 1971. Other
introductions were recorded throughout the North, South and Stewart
islands, totalling around 250 head. Red deer continue to spread thanks
to their own expansion and also due to illegal human intervention. There
is a huge hunting culture and several deer hunting monthly magazine
titles are published. Red deer are also farmed extensively throughout
NZ and it is a common sight to see dense fields of deer from the roadside
just as we would see sheep in the UK.
The wapiti stem from a single group of 18 animals of Wyoming stock
animals imported from Canada in 1905; these were released at the head of George Sound,
Fjordland South Island. By the 1930s red deer had begun to invade the area and hybridisation
occurred. Pure bred wapiti stock can now only be properly maintained as farmed animals.
Trophy in Jack Hackett’s Irish
Himalayan Tahr Hemitragus jemlahicus
In the early 1900s the NZ Tourist Department began a programme of introduction of game
animals to complement the deer species established over the last 50 years, with a view to
encouraging sporting tourism from around the world and especially Australia. Between
1904 and 1909 a total of eleven tahr were presented as gifts from the Duke of Bedford
and his private herd; these were released in the Mount Cook area of South Island. The
animal’s population increased dramatically and by 1970 there were estimated to be as
many as 40,000 which of course was beginning to have very detrimental over grazing
effects on the alpine grasslands. A vigorous programme of culling from helicopters was
begun and the game meat sold abroad. By 1984 there were only a thousand or two left.
Current management and monitoring programmes seek to limit numbers to a maximum
of 10.000 (the population is currently around 9,000) over a 50,000 square kilometre
range in the Southern Alps.

Pub, Wellington North Island

The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) lists the Himalayan tahr
as ‘vulnerable’ and the NZ population is the only substantial herd outside of India and
Nepal. NZ is the only country in the world where the tahr can be legally hunted in a
natural alpine environment.
Ric Morris
The Morris Mammal Finder
Taxidermy Himalayan tahr at Aoraki Mount Cook
Visitor Centre, South Island

Seen alive:
Hedgehog
Seen as roadkill

Brush tailed possum
Feral pig
Brush tailed possum

House mouse
Rabbit
Bottle-nosed dolphin
Rabbit
Hedgehog

Brown hare
Weasel
New Zealand fur seal
Polecat ferret
Rat species

Feral cat
Feral cat

Further reading:
A Photographic Guide to Mammals of New Zealand. Carolyn M King and Rod Morris 2008 New Holland Publishers (NZ) Ltd
The Natural History of Weasels Carolyn M. King 1989 Christopher Helm Ltd / Cornell University Press
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Building a mammal sound database

by Lorcán Adrain

Shropshire County Mammal Recorder (VC 40)
Have you ever been in the woods and heard a strange sound? Was it a fox, deer, badger, wild boar or even
the elusive pine marten? One of the current SMG research projects is to look at creating a database of
mammal sounds that could be available from our web site www.shropshiremammalgroup.com
A new device, known as the AudioMoth is currently available from Open Acoustic Devices which looks to have a lot of
promise in this area and only costs $49.99. One has been ordered to evaluate and by the time this is published we
should have one in Shropshire to trial.
The unit is relatively small measuring 4cm x 5cm x 2cm including the three AA batteries needed
to power the device. It will fit into a small sealable plastic bag and can be left out for over a
week, where it monitors sound via a built in Analog MEMS microphone that is controlled by a
EFM32 Gecko microcontroller from Silicon Labs, and listens for audible frequencies well into
ultrasonic frequency range. It can record uncompressed audio to micro SD card from 8,000
samples per seconds to 384,000 samples per second. It connects to a computer via a USB
and a real time clock that is synced from your PC as part of the configuration.
The AudioMoth device was originally designed as part of a joint venture between Oxford
University and the University of Southampton for use in their New Forest Cicada Project.
Currently the devices are being
used to monitor bats and will be part of a major project
that the BCT will coordinate.
In Mexico’s Yucatán
Peninsula a population study of jaguars and pumas is
underway, using AudioMoth devices in three contiguous
regions of protected and unprotected forest. They have
also been used to monitor for firearms and chainsaws in
jungles, shedding light on the frequency and patterns of
illegal exploitation. In Kenya they have been used to
monitor forest birds.

AudioMoth development team – with Jake Snaddon and
Patrick Doncaster, both of the University of Southampton.
By attaching AudioMoth to a
PC/Laptop via USB it will
sync with your machine’s
time and this is kept and
stored with an onboard realtime
clock.
You
can
AudioMoth in the field
configure different times for
the AudioMoth to wake up, and if it hears a sound from its onboard microphone it will store
the sounds as a wav file to the SD card in your chosen sample rate.
As the unit is very compact, it can be hidden initially in a wood or any designated location
to monitor sounds, such as dawn chorus for birds, or bats at night. If successful we will put
it out for a month in woods or areas that we want to monitor for various mammals such as
badger, deer, fox, wild boar and pine marten. If successful recordings are obtained, then
we can justify putting out camera traps.
Images from www.openaccousticdevices.info
Lorcán Adrain
User interface, firmware 1.1.0
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Giving creatures a second chance at life

by Tim Preston

Words previously published in Wrekin News with different photographs

Cuan Wildlife Rescue is a charity that is solely dedicated to helping our local wildlife. I was fortunate enough
to volunteer here a couple of years ago for a season. I learned so much from Fran and her team whilst I was here.
Never have I seen so many people as passionate about wildlife as I have in this building.
Cuan Wildlife Rescue was founded in 1990 by Megan Morris-Jones at her home in Much Wenlock. The charity has now
moved to purpose built facilities on the outskirts of the town. This is the extremely busy season for them with a surge
of fledglings being admitted along with fox cubs, badger cubs, ducklings and hedgehogs.
On my recent visit I was welcomed in reception by Nikki who informed me that admittances were already up by 20%
compared to this time last year. In total in 2017 Cuan had over 3,300 admissions! Whether it is a rodent or a deer that
needs assistance, Cuan are equipped to deal with it, they will do their very best to rehabilitate and release whatever
comes through the door.
I was taken through to Fran who was extremely excited to have had in one of her
favourite creatures, a red kite Milvus milvus, which had been found on the A53 by a
lorry driver. The stunning bird of prey, which is being spotted more frequently locally,
had been in their care for a few days. He had been successfully test flown the day
before I visited and was due for release the following day. There was a real sense of
genuine pride in Fran’s voice as she explained
how they were able to help such a
magnificently graceful bird of prey have a
second chance at life.
Fran told me how busy they were and
explained what they currently had admitted, each species was talked about with
a facial expression which conveyed how successful or serious the patient’s
condition was.
For me the fox cubs were an absolute joy
to watch. So, so curious yet very, very
wary as they used their natural instincts
to hide amongst the blankets and boxes
in the enclosure that had been given to them. I had to sit and wait patiently to
catch a glimpse of the much persecuted little mammals. Under a wooden crate
which was raised at one end was a fox cub
playing peep-bo, out of sight under the same
crate was a badger cub snoring contently as the
sun shone through the enclosure.
Next door was a pen with some of the ducklings,
there must have been fifty ducklings at Cuan
when I visited and one solitary gosling with an identity crisis. The mammal room had
numerous hedgehogs being rehabilitated, a couple of very young fox cubs and the
splendid red kite.
I wandered back into the bird room where Fran was thoroughly assessing the latest
patient, a stunning swift. These birds are so aerodynamically designed that a single damaged feather can seriously affect
their ability to fly. Swifts are summer visitors and are often exhausted when they arrive. They become grounded and
often get cat caught, as was the case with this one. Once again you could see, hear and feel Fran’s passion for the
wellbeing of the bird as she treated it. Talking to it she as looked at it thoroughly. As I left as another bird arrived, a
blackbird this time. It was quickly followed by another swift.
If you see sick, injured or orphaned wildlife then please call Cuan Wildlife Rescue on 01952 728 070.
Tim Preston
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Portrait of a dead stoat with some comment on parasitic ticks

by Ric Morris

On 17 May I had a
Facebook message from
Mark Duffell of Arvensis
Ecology, advising me that he
had spotted a dead stoat
Mustela erminea along the
minor road linking the
Welshpool road A458 to the
B4380 (‘the old A5’) at
Montford Bridge.
It so
happened that I was out and
about and so decided to take
a short detour and return
home via the region of the
end of the FSC drive to
search for the stoat.
Unfortunately there was no
stoat corpse to be seen
along the stretch of road
Mark had described.
You
can
well
imagine
my
disappointment to be denied
the chance to collect a
deceased mustelid!
But remarkably, a little
further along the A458 at
Halfway House, what should
I spy but another dead stoat
on the roadside verge,
fortunately just out of range
of the heavy mustelidpounding traffic! Fortunately
it was safe for me to stop
and collect the body, which
proved to be a freshly killed
female
and
with
an
apparently uncrushed skull!

If this were a New
Zealand stoat, I’m
sure that half the staff
of the Department of
Conservation would
be punching the air in
delight and hi-fiving
their buddies. 

I took a series of photos of
the animal before beginning
to prep it for its bones.
These images show the
clean line between the
chestnut upper pelage and
the white below. A weasel
(below, right) has a much
more
ragged
line
of
demarcation between the
colours of the coat.

Left: weasel Mustela nivalis courtesy of Glyn Barratt
and his cat Hamlet, August 2013. Note uneven line
of colour on pelt and left forelimb chewed off.
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It was interesting to
note that the stoat had
several ticks on her
body, including in and
around the ears.

During this year’s Springwatch series it has been interesting to
watch a weasel predating nests of two species of low-level
nesting birds, whitethroats and yellowhammers. When the
weasel approached the whitethroats nest, the well grown
youngsters ‘panic fledged’, i.e. scattered into the surrounding
vegetation on arrival of the mustelid (though the strategy
proved ineffective as they were all predated eventually). It was
obvious during the clip that the predating weasel had a tick on
the back of its head. And when the yellowhammer nest was
also attacked by a weasel, Chris Packham was keen to learn
whether this was the same weasel – and of course he was
looking for the presence of the tick in the same position on the
two weasel clips. And so it proved to be – both nests had been
predated by the same weasel and Chris made the point that
ticks can be useful short-term identifiers of individual mammals
(though naturally they will drop off when they have fed
sufficiently from their host).

A focusing error like this is a good
argument for using a real camera for
this kind of photography and not a
phone. Tsk tsk.

Tick species known to
infest stoats are Ixodes
canisuga (the dog tick)
Ixodes
hexagonus,
(also a parasite of the
European
hedgehog
Erinaceaus europaeus),
Ixodes
ricinus
(the
caster bean tick) and
Haemaphysalis
longicornis (the longhorned tick, aka the
bush tick or cattle tick).

Ric Morris
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The UK Wolf Conservation Trust was set up with the intention of aiding to dispel the many myths that surround
wolves, and to encourage a more positive attitude towards such an important species. Ten grey wolves Canis lupis of
three sub-species reside at the Trust’s sanctuary, and people are facilitated to
interact with the wolves in a number of ways. Members of the
public can visit the sanctuary every Wednesday (up until the
29th August when the Trust close their doors to the public),
people can pay to go on a ‘wolf walk’ with one of the more
human-socialised wolves, and the Trust also receive school
visits during which children can meet the wolves and help to
make enrichment toys and treats for the animals.
After purchasing a wolf adoption (available on the UKWCT
website) for my brother, Luke, for Christmas last year, we
arranged to go meet his wolf in June. The wolf I chose
for Luke was called Nuka, and I chose him because his
photos absolutely commanded attention and he was
described as the dominant wolf of his pack. Nuka lives
at the Trust with his two sisters, Tala and Tundra. The
three are Northwestern (grey) wolves Canis lupis occidentalis; and they
were even more fabulous in the flesh than I ever could have imagined from
their photos.
Each of the ten wolves at the sanctuary had their own clearly distinct
personality, and each of the four separate packs of wolves had their own
behaviours and dynamics, too. We soon learned that Nuka became
incredibly impatient at the thought of food; each time a member of the
UKWCT team approached the food shed near his pen, he paced and
whined through the fence, despite having been fed the previous day. We
were informed that the wolves did not get fed every day, nor at the same
time each day, in order to better replicate a more natural diet; wolves in
the wild can go hungry for up to 18 days before taking down a meal, and
then they gorge themselves, sleep, and gorge some more.

A happy wolf!

Luke met Nuka the dominant Arctic
wolf, above and below.

You
can
imagine, then, how
engrossing it was to
observe the wolves at
mealtime. A leg of
muntjac
was
for
dinner, each piece
carefully weighed out
(including all bones
and hooves) for each
wolf.
Within each
enclosure,
the
dominant wolf had to
receive his food first
Mosi, left and Motomo, right, enjoying their muntjac lunch
to avoid any arguments that might
otherwise occur; however, fights were not completely avoided
as we soon found out! Some wolves loved to antagonise others, hiding their own piece and going back to see if the
others had a bigger piece, and to see whether they would relinquish it if they were pestered enough. Much snarling,
snapping and growling ensued in some very impressive displays of power.
We also observed that Mai and Motomo, two other Northwestern (grey) wolves, liked to take their food and sit adjacent
to the next enclosure containing a pack of three Arctic wolves Canis lupis arctos, tearing into the meat whilst the three
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pure white wolves whined, paced and waited for the UKWCT team members to reach their enclosure with the bucket of
deer. Mai and Motomo were very closely bonded, almost never being more
than a few feet away from each other. We were informed that when Mai was
taken on a walk, Motomo would howl and howl for her to which she would
occasionally respond, and Mai would be sure to rub herself in lots of interesting
scents along the walk; on her return to her lover she would display her neck
and throat for him to smell, which is a normal yet fascinating method of
communication for this species.

The beautiful Arctics
hanging out in the grass.

I have to admit, the Arctics
were my favourites. On our
arrival at the Trust they were
the first wolves to approach us
as our tour guide told us all
about the Centre, Sikka sitting
up majestically on a wooden
platform with the hot sun
Tala eyeing up food
beaming down on her whilst her brothers, Massak and
Pukak, sprawled under a tree in the shade close to the
fence. Throughout the day, they were the ones to instigate a howling
session; for an unknown reason one of them would begin to howl,
followed by their siblings,
followed by Mosi and Torak in
the next pen along, followed by the other five wolves.
All visitors would descend into silence and gaze in
awe at the howling wolves, feeling a primeval
connection to this sound that would have once been
part of our daily life as humans living in an ancient
Britain, and a reverence for these stunning animals.

The education centre and information boards
throughout the site shared fascinating information
Skulls, clothing and other artefacts; looks
regarding the natural behaviours of wild wolves, the
like a red fox skull on the far right, above.
geographical locations and conservation status of
many species of wolves, and our ancestral interactions
with these ferocious and yet human-shy animals. The displays included a variety
of wolf skulls, genuine native American clothes made from wolf skins, and a video
which discussed each resident wolf, their backgrounds and their personalities.
We learned that female wolves in a pack will share the mum’s responsibility of
A cheeky Arctic wolf setting
feeding cubs with milk, that packmates will sacrifice themselves to save others,
off a howling session
and that there are many complex symbiotic relationships between wolves and
other animals, including that between ravens and wolves in which
ravens seek out injured or weak animals and lead the wolves to them
to hunt, and the wolves allow the ravens to scavenge whilst they feast
on their prey. We learned that, contrary to a frequently met opinion
that wolves are savage, evil and will prey on children, wolves are
actually innately fearful of humans and our ancestors respected and
admired them, tried to learn from them, and thanked them for their
sacrifice if killing a wolf was necessary.

Tundra protecting a piece of meat

Perhaps we can learn a lot from wolves about community, loyalty,
companionship and teamwork, and from our ancestors about
gratitude, respect for nature and reverence for the deep connection
between all living things on our earth. Indeed, I am certain after
being in the company of wolves for just a few hours that our true home lies alongside
these ecologically essential animals, that fear should not necessarily equal separation
from that which we fear, and that our lives would all be much richer were we to welcome
the wild back into our lives and into our hearts.
Sam Devine-Turner
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Sweet scent marking spot on camera trap

by Stuart Edmunds

I have been testing a Browning Strikeforce camera trap this year to compare its capabilities against the
usual brands I use- Bushnell and Reconyx. Browning camera traps have come on leaps and bounds since
the Strikeforce Mark 1, which had issues relating to battery consumption and overall trigger speed. The latest model
has been improved dramatically and from the initial tests, both issues have been resolved. The trigger speed for video
capture is also noticeably improved, which has been a great help in monitoring a river location near Pontesbury.
The camera trap was used to surveil a number of rocky beachs for two months, with no otters recorded during that time.
But, on moving the camera around three metres to a new area in April, I hit the camera trapping jackpot! Not only did
a young male otter show up, a large male and a female also made an appearance over the course of two weeks.
Interestingly, a number of foxes were also drawn to the spraint site, often leaving a scent deposit of their own. Even a
lone badger was triggered into scent-marking action by the aroma-laden patch. Scent marking is an essential
communicative tool in the mammalian world; for marking territories, leaving trail markers and for attracting the attention
of a potential mate. This is the first time I have captured multiple species marking the same spot on camera. In total,
during the period the camera trap was out, the different animals left a total of 25 scent deposits…yet I couldn’t spot a
single physical sign of the markers, or smell the odour when I got back to the site! It is only thanks to the use of camera
traps that I have been able to record this behaviour for myself and again reinforces how important cameras are in
monitoring our native wildlife.
Stuart Edmunds
2

1

1. An otter leaves a
spraint
2. A fox detects the
scent and leaves his
own mark
3. A day later
another otter detects
the scent
3

4. Another fox leaves
yet another layer of
scent…

4

5. …which another
otter sniffs out and
leaves a mark
6. A badger gets in
on the act too!

5
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The review of the mammal bone ID course
The latest mammal bone identification
workshop which took place on 2 June
seemed to have been well received…

@Skull_Bloke waving a femur around.
(Pic: Andy) This was followed by a
little Facebook heckling by Ric’s old
chum Elliott…

Summer 2018
by Andy Harmer; tweets by Debbie Alston

I would like to give a hearty thank you to Sam Devine-Turner for
organising the bone ID day on 2nd June and to Ric Morris for running
it.
The amount of effort that went into this was so obviously
disproportionate to the cost, and the reputation of this man drew attendees in
from four counties. It is always a bonus when the tutor’s enthusiasm matches
his knowledge, but Ric also had the ability to put everyone at ease and go at
their own speed (in my case...slow), providing a constant assembly line of
bones from his collection that illustrated various points in the identification of
mammalian skeletal features. Particularly enjoyable for me was the fact that
every bone told a story, its evolutionary journey, its function, sometimes the
presence of physical anomalies caused by injury or age, and even what others
may consider the prosaic side of bone collecting, such as the sourcing of
material through friends and maybe their forgotten boxes of bones in the loft,
or through the mighty online market called eBay, or beach combing, and
travels home and abroad. Ric was peppered with questions throughout the day and
it was enjoyable watching him delve into his memory bank and pull out anecdotes
that illustrated a particular point to answer each question. I think I can pay Ric no
greater compliment than to say that every available space in my car now has a bag
in it and I expect them all to be filled with something dead and smelly
in the near future.
Andy Harmer

Skeleton Crew: Sam, Debbie, Dave A, Kate, Ric, Dave L, Andy, Simon… Front: Poppy,
Gary, Amber. Mike Cook missing as he had to leave ASAP after the course ended.
Ric’s T shirt by Gympie Bone Museum - @GympieBones
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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The Bird-Rat!

Summer 2018
by Pete Lambert

This bizarre chimearic Bird-Rat was found by Dave Barnes from St Martins
on Monday 28th May 2018 floating in the Montgomery Canal near Lions
Quay outside Oswestry (Grid Ref SJ30993573). It appears that the unfortunate
rat was just a little too ambitious for the even more unfortunate tawny owlet to
swallow. In all probability the rat was killed by a parent owl and brought to the
youngster and maybe we should resist the temptation to speculate that it was
fighting back as it was being swallowed! In any event the rat brought about the
owl’s downfall as it seems the pair of them simply fell into the canal and the owlet
drowned.
Pete Lambert

Diary dates for forthcoming events

by Sam Devine-Turner
SMG Events Coordinator

Dormouse Nestbox Check

with Sam Devine-Turner
Me again!
When? Saturday 23rd June 2018
Event
Full!
With
long
waiting
list!
Where? To be confirmed to lucky delegates already booked on.
Description: Shropshire Dormouse Group (an informal branch
of the Shropshire Mammal Group) carry out monthly nestbox checks under license on registered sites
across Shropshire, and supply this information to the PTES in line with this scheme. To minimise
disturbance to only very small numbers of people who are in training for their dormouse handling license
And me!
attend the checks regularly, but we are now opening one of our checks slightly more widely and so this event
is your opportunity to get to see the dormice up close and personal. You will be taught about the habitat
requirements for hazel dormice, survey methods you can carry out without needing a license to confirm presence, how
to properly set up and carry out a nestbox check, what data we record about individual dormice, and how we collect
those data.
Info: Sorry this event is already full.

Small mammal trapping at Prees Heath

with Stuart Edmunds
When? Thursday 19th July 2018 (Watch social media for times).
Where? The Butterfly Conservation reserve at Prees Heath.
Description: A small mammal trapping session is planned to coincide with Chris Packham’s
visit to Prees Heath Common, one of 48 sites across the country he’ll visit as part of his UK
Nature Reserves are Not Enough Bioblitz. This is the first independent audit of its kind in the UK involving Citizen
Science and the goal is to highlight the extent to which the nation’s species are under threat. The Campaign has a
serious purpose, as the results of the 2018 audit will be recorded to create a benchmark to help measure the rise
and fall in numbers of different species on these sites in the future.
Info: See www.preesheathcommonreserve.co.uk/images/Articles/Chris%20Packham's%20BioBlitz%20Tour.pdf

And Finally…

It’s becoming a regular thing for me to thank the Newsletter contributors in this spot but I really think this
is probably the best and most varied issue yet since taking over the editor role (not just cos I’ve written three articles…). I always
love seeing what people send me and it is such a pleasure to lay out the pages with such good material, so a sincere thanks once
again. The next issue is due late September and you know what I’m going to say - please keep sending your records in to Lorcán
Adrain; his contact details are on the foot of each page. And why don’t YOU write me something for SMGN36! You know it makes
sense! Get scribing!
Cheers, Ric Morris
The Fox photo plan - I
think I’m on to something
with
the
technique!
Robin Bennett

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

